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Priming is widely used in consumer research to investigate how cognitions and goals influence behaviors. Research shows that

constructs that are chronically accessible or temporarily enhanced invoke the same psychological processes. And researchers often

rely on priming to provide unambiguous interpretations of their results. The present research suggests that priming goals may come at

a cost. Three studies provide evidence that priming a motivational orientation that is inconsistent with an individual’s chronic

orientation creates a disruptive experience that is cognitively depleting and undermines participants’ ability to resolve attentional

conflict, exert attention, and engage in logical reasoning.
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EXTENDED ABSTRACT
Priming is widely used in consumer research to systematically

investigate how increased accessibility of cognitions and goals
influence information processing and decision making (Higgins,
Rholes and Jones 1977; Bargh, Lombardi and Higgins 1988).
Researchers sometimes rely on priming and other times use chronic
measures to provide convergent evidence for their hypotheses and
ensure construct validity (e.g., Gardner, Gabriel and Lee 1999;
Higgins, Shah and Friedman 1997). For example, Ramanathan and
Menon (2006) either measured participants’ chronic hedonic goals
or primed them with hedonic goals to investigate impulsive behav-
iors. In this research, we argue that there are costs to priming.
Across three studies, we show that priming individuals with a
regulatory goal that is inconsistent with their chronic orientation
creates a disruptive experience that is cognitively depleting.

The literature is replete with evidence showing that goals can
be primed (Kruglanski et al. 2002; Fishbach and Ferguson 2007).
Although there are individual differences in how people represent
goals in memory, research shows that it is possible to override these
chronic dispositions through priming. In fact, the current perspec-
tive is that priming a regulatory goal orientation has the same effects
on people’s judgments and behavior as having that orientation
chronically accessible (see Shah and Higgins 1997; Shah, Higgins
and Friedman 1998; Förster, Higgins and Bianco 2003).

In the current work, we examine the effects of priming a
regulatory goal orientation on self-regulation. Regulatory focus
theory suggests that people have two motivational systems: a
promotion system that involves a concern for advancement and
growth needs, and a prevention system that involves a concern for
security and safety needs (Higgins 2000). When people pursue
goals with strategies that fit their motivational orientation they
experience regulatory fit, which leads to increased engagement and
feelings of rightness (Hong and Lee 2008). We draw on and extend
regulatory fit theory by hypothesizing that priming a regulatory
goal orientation that is inconsistent with the chronic disposition
disrupts people’s chronic state; and this shift in regulatory goal
orientation is cognitively depleting and impairs people’ ability to
self-regulate. We tested our hypothesis in three experiments.

In experiment 1, participants completed the regulatory focus
questionnaire (RFQ) that measures chronic regulatory orientation.
Then, participants were randomly assigned to describe their hopes
and aspirations (promotion prime condition) or their duties and
obligations (prevention prime condition) (Higgins, Roney, Crowe
and Hymes 1994). Finally, participants were administered the
color-naming Stroop task to assess their ability to resolve attentional
conflict. Participants were asked to name the colors in which color
words were printed. For example, the word “blue” may be presented
in red, and the task is to identify the color red. On congruent trials,
the color of the word matches the semantic meaning of the word,
and hence, there is no conflict with the correct response. On
incongruent trials, the color of the word mismatches its semantic
meaning, creating a conflict with the correct response. Thus,
participants have to inhibit their natural impulse to read the word,
and focus instead on the color in which the word is printed (Kane
and Engle 2003). The results showed that participants who were
primed with a regulatory goal orientation that was inconsistent with
their chronic orientation were slower at identifying the color in the

incongruent (vs. congruent) word trials as compared to participants
who were primed with a consistent regulatory orientation.

In experiment 2, we demonstrated that inconsistent priming
influences people’s ability to exert attention. Participants first
completed the RFQ and then went through the same priming
manipulation as in experiment 1. Next, participants completed a
lexical decision task. They were presented with a series of letter
strings and had to decide as quickly as possible whether each letter
string was a word or a non-word. The word stimuli were either
neutral (e.g., table), promotion related (e.g., grow) or prevention
related (e.g., guard) words. By design, non-words differed from
actual words only by one letter (e.g., scangal instead of scandal),
and hence required more cognitive resource to identify. Our results
showed that participants were faster at recognizing words consis-
tent with the primed regulatory orientation; whereas the chronic
orientation did not matter. However, the chronic and the primed
orientation interacted to influence the speed with which partici-
pants discriminated non-words. Participants primed with an incon-
sistent regulatory orientation were slower at discriminating non-
words compared to participants primed with a consistent orienta-
tion.

In our final experiment, we explored whether inconsistent
priming undermines people’s ability to engage in logical reasoning.
A different priming manipulation was used to provide convergent
evidence for our results. Participants first completed the RFQ and
then engaged in an ostensibly unrelated memory task that included
a framing manipulation. We framed the contingency of the memory
task to emphasize the objective of gaining points (promotion prime
condition) or of not losing points (prevention prime condition)
(adapted from Förster et al. 2003). Later, participants engaged in an
ostensibly unrelated study in which they were asked to solve
problems from the Analytical section of the GRE for seven minutes
(adapted from Schmeichel, Vohs and Baumeister 2003). In line
with our hypothesis, participants primed with an inconsistent
regulatory orientation solved fewer problems than participants
primed with a consistent orientation. To uncover the underlying
process at work, we asked a separate group of participants to report
the extent to which they felt motivated after the priming manipula-
tion. Participants primed with an inconsistent regulatory orienta-
tion reported lower levels of motivation compared to participants
primed with a consistent orientation.

These studies advance our understanding on priming. Extant
literature suggests that it is the accessibility of people’s regulatory
goals that matter when it comes to people’s attitudes and behavior;
whether the goal is temporarily made salient or chronically acces-
sible does not make a difference. This research shows that it may be
important to distinguish between the two types of accessibility—
chronic and temporarily enhanced—given the influence of their
interplay on people’s ability to self-regulate.
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